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Abstract: An aircraft can extract energy from a gradient wind field by dynamic soaring. The paper 
presents trajectory optimization of a UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) for dynamic soaring by 
numerical analysis and validates the theoretical work through flight test. The collocation approach 
is used to convert the trajectory optimization problem into parameters optimization. The control 
and state parameters include lift coefficient, bank angle, positions, flight path angle, heading angle 
and airspeed, which are obtained from the parameter optimization software. To validate the results 
of numerical simulation, the dynamic soaring experiment is also performed and experimental data 
is analysed. This research work shows that the UAV can gain enough flight energy from the 
gradient wind field by following an optimal dynamic soaring trajectory. Meanwhile, the variation 
of flight path angle, heading angle and airspeed has a significant influence on the energy 
transform. The solution can provide theoretical guide to UAVs for extracting maximum energy 
from gradient wind fields.  
Key words: trajectory optimization; gradient wind field; parameters optimization; dynamic 
soaring experiment 
1 Introduction 
The energy requirements of near space UAVs’ propulsion and payload systems impose a 
severe restriction of their effectiveness. Many near space UAVs for observation missions are 
primarily limited to short range flights due to limited energy supply. In order to extend the flight 
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 time and flight distance, certain energy existing in the flight environment such as solar energy can 
be considered, which lead to the design of large aspect-ratio high-altitude long-endurance UAVs. 
But during evening time, when there is no solar light, because of the limitation of energy storage 
battery, the solar energy absorbed in daytime cannot keep up with the energy consumption for 
night flying 1. On the other hand, some other forms of environmental energy can be resorted to, 
such as gradient wind energy 2. According to observation data, taken at the altitude of 25 km, there 
is a steady gradient wind field, with wind speed gap of about 5 m/s 3. Exacting energy from a 
gradient wind is generally referred to as dynamic soaring. If a high-altitude long-endurance 
aircraft can cruise in near space without propulsive thrust or little power by means of dynamic 
soaring at night, the aircraft would stay in the air for more than one month. As a matter of fact, 
there are many large-sized birds make use of gradient wind to enhance their flight ability in nature, 
e.g. albatross 4. An illustration of a typical dynamic soaring style of albatross is shown in Figure 1. 
The dynamic soaring cycle can be divided into four phases: climbing with headwind, turning in 
high altitude, gliding with tailwind, turning at low altitude 
5
, as shown in Figure 1 (b).  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1. Trajectory used by the albatross for dynamic soaring 
The Wandering Albatross lives predominantly in Kerguelen Archipelago of the southern 
hemisphere, which makes use of dynamic soaring to travel throughout the South Ocean with little 
propulsive energy expenditure. Early in 1883, Lord Rayleigh 6 published “The soaring of birds” on 
 the Nature, which is regarded as the first paper about dynamic soaring. Nowadays, there are a lot 
of missions that the soaring UAVs would be well suited to perform. The first would be a science 
platform to collect data on the interactions between the ocean and lower atmosphere, which is of 
interest to climate scientists as significant momentum and energy are transferred across this 
interface 7. A dynamic soaring UAV would also provide a reasonable observation platform to 
monitor shipping lanes and to police fisheries across the world's oceans. Moreover, in military, it 
could also provide a platform to track ships or to distribute a dynamic sensor array such as 
microphones for submarine detection 8. So dynamic soaring has been studied extensively and 
some scholars have studied it intensively. Lawrance et al. 8-11 have studied autonomous soaring 
flight for UAV, whose contributions include the analysis of gliding flight in a structured 
framework and design of a path planning architecture for autonomous dynamic soaring in an 
unknown wind field. Besides, in order to estimate wind field for autonomous dynamic soaring, 
Lawrance et al. 9 provided a method for taking direct observations of the wind during flight that 
allowed in situ construction of a wind model. Langelaan et al. 12, 13 estimated a wind field by using 
a polynomial parameterization of the wind field. Bower 14 studied the energy transfer mechanisms 
for a vehicle flying in a spatially and temporally varying wind field. Based on the relationship 
between attitude and linear acceleration, Zuo 15 proposed an adaptive trajectory tracking control 
algorithm to estimate unknown aerodynamic parameter. 
In the paper, an open-source optimal software named GPOPS (Gauss Pseudo-spectral 
Optimization Software) 16 is used to carry out the computation and simulation. In fact, there are a 
number of commercial software to investigate trajectories for dynamic soaring in specific 
conditions, such as AMPL, Deittert et al. 17 used to generate the optimal trajectories of UAVs in 
the condition of the minimal and maximal strength of wind shear for the optimal cross-country 
 travel. Sachs 18, 19 analysed the dynamic soaring trajectories and obtained the maximum energy 
transfer from the moving air to the sailplane and the minimum strength of wind shear required for 
albatrosses to perform dynamic soaring by ALTOS, NPSOL was used by Zhao et al. 20 to study the 
optimal patterns of dynamic soaring for gliders in wind shear. The valuable experiences and 
conclusions have inspired this paper. As many nonlinear and dynamic problems need to be solved 
in this study, GPOPS is more suitable. A set of differential equations are solved by using a 
nonlinear problem solver (SNOPT) in EQUATION. It is designed to solve multiple phase optimal 
control problems at a user specified number of nodes. A user can define a cost function, the 
dynamics equations, and connections between phases, and sets up limits and estimates for each of 
states and controls in GPOPS 21, 22. 
Scores of research findings provide good references for this paper, especially the trajectory 
optimization methods of Lawrance et al. 8-11, which is very useful for studying the relationship 
between energy variation and optimal trajectory in dynamic soaring in this paper. In this paper, 
against the energy variation in the course of the dynamic soaring, the kinetics model of dynamic 
soaring based on gradient wind field is established. The relationship between energy variation and 
the change of flight parameters, mainly the relations between flight attitude angles (flight path 
angle and heading angle) and energy variation are analysed, and the conclusions drawn from 
numerical simulation are verified by flight experiment. Because dynamic soaring is normally 
performed at low altitudes, the purpose of this paper is to verify the aircraft can absorb enough 
energy from the gradient wind field by means of dynamic soaring, the conclusions of this paper 
about dynamic soaring at low altitudes will provide guidance for dynamic soaring at high 
altitudes.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Modelling and analysis are introduced in 
 Section 2. Simulation results and associated discussion are given in section 3. The results of flight 
experiment are presented in Section 4. Finally, the concluding remarks are made in Section 5.  
2 Modelling and Analysis 
2.1 The model of wind field 
It is the wind shear that the aircraft uses to gain energy when following a favourable dynamic 
soaring trajectory. Thus, an accurate model of the wind profile is desirable. 
Since the flight experiment would be carried out in Changsha (28.2oN, 112.6oE), it is 
necessary to build a wind field model for the experiment yard. The average strength of wind in 
Changsha below altitude of 100 m is shown in Figure 2, which indicates that there is a persistent 
wind shear, which can be explored to power the flight of aircraft by means of dynamic soaring in 
the range of 0~100m. 
 
Figure 2. The observation strength of wind (0~100m) in Changsha (28.2oN,112.6oE) 
From Figure 2, a logarithmic profile is chosen as this model matches the measurements near the 
surface of the Earth (about 0~100m). The logarithmic profile is defined as follow 23: 
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where U(z) is the wind speed at height z, and Uref  is the wind speed at the reference height zref. 
Variable z0 is the aerodynamic roughness length or the roughness factor. It is an experimentally 
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 derived constant that accounts for the kind of surface over which the wind is blowing. Typically, a 
higher value of the roughness length indicates more obstructions on the surface such as trees and 
buildings. In Figure 3，the fitted curve shows wind profiles for value of the roughness coefficient 
with Uref=15m/s, zref=100m, z0=0.05m. All these factors match well with the wind profiles near the 
surface of the Earth (about 0~100m) in Changsha, and are adopted throughout the remainder of 
this paper.  
 
Figure 3. Wind speed vs. height 
2.2 Dynamic Soaring Model 
In this section the dynamic equation for a soaring aircraft in three degrees of freedom (3DOF) 
is discussed. In this flight model, the rotational dynamics are assumed to be significantly faster 
than the translational dynamics 17, and hence only translations are considered. Meanwhile, there is 
no propulsion system on the aircraft. For a point mass model, the forces and angles used in this 
model are shown in Figure 4. The inertial wind speed components in the x, y, and z directions are 
respectively denoted as Wx, Wy and Wz.  
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Figure 4. Air-relative velocity and applied forces for the aircraft 
In Figure 4, there are three applied forces in this model accounting for: lift (L), drag (D) and 
gravitational force (mg); γ is flight path angle, ψ is heading angle, and φ is bank angle; Va 
represents the air speed. Applying Newton’s Second Law, the equations of motion are given in 
Equation (2).  
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where a dot over a variable denotes the derivative with respect to time t,  and xi, yi, and zi are the 
translational motion of the centre of gravity of the aircraft. 
In the wind field, the kinematic equations of the aircraft can be expressed in Equation (4): 
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where 
i
x , 
i
y  and 
i
z  are the absolute velocity components of the aircraft, Va is the airspeed, Wx, Wy 
and Wz are the absolute velocity components of the wind. 
 By differentiating Equation (4) with respect to time, the following equations can be obtained: 
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Combining Equations(3) and (5), one gets: 
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The lift and drag forces are expressed as: 
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where ρ is air density, SW is the wing reference area. The drag coefficient CD is the sum of the 
parasitic drag coefficient CDp and the induced drag coefficient CDi.
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Due to the interference between the fuselage and the airfoil and the drag caused by the object and 
shin friction, the parasitic drag coefficient CDp can be estimated as a constant value denoted CD,0. 
In this paper, after several flight experiments, the parasitic drag coefficient CD,0 can be estimated 
as 0.025. The induced drag is caused by the vortices between high and low pressure regions of the 
lifting surface. The induced drag coefficient CDi can be expressed by lift coefficient CL as:  
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in which Oswald’s efficiency factor e represents the deviation of the real design from the ideal 
elliptical wing shape, AR is the aspect ratio of the wing. The lift coefficient CL can be solved by 
specifying the values as a control input. 
So, the drag coefficient CD can be expressed as: 
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Equations (3) can be used as a model for the simulation of an aircraft flying through a known 
gradient wind field. These equations can also act as constraint equations in dynamic soaring; once 
the ranges of altitude angles are determined, the optimized trajectory of dynamic soaring can be 
acquired. 
2.3 Energy Equation 
The primary goal of dynamic soaring is to extract enough energy from the atmosphere. This 
section mainly discusses the equations of energy to make the mechanism for energy transfer from 
the wind field to the aircraft more understandable. In the wind field, the energy variation of the 
aircraft is caused by the conversion between kinetic energy and potential energy, the energy gain 
from the wind field as well as the energy loss due to the aerodynamic drag. Other factors that 
affect energy variation are not discussed in the paper. So in the body-fixed coordinate system of 
the aircraft, the relative total energy of the aircraft is the sum of the potential energy of the aircraft 
and the relative kinetic energy of the air. The latter is generated by the aircraft’s airspeed which is 
essential to keep the aircraft flying. The relative total energy is 
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Differentiate the energy equation (equation12) with time, yields 
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It is assumed that Wy=Wz=0, and Wx increases in the form of logarithm in the altitude for the 
gradient wind field of the experiment ground, Wx=U(h). Then  
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where κ is gradient of the wind. The variation trend of wind gradient profile is depicted in Figure 
3. 
Combining equations (13)-(15), there is: 
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It is apparent that the energy loss is mainly determined by drag (D) and the altitude angles γ and ψ 
play an important part in energy transformation. Equation (16) can be written as 
                                     wind loseE E E                                                                    (17) 
where windE  represents the power gained from the wind field, and loseE  represents the power lost 
during the flying course. The energy extracted from the wind gradient (Ewind) can be represented as 
0
T
wind windEE dt                                                                      (18) 
where T is the flight time of a dynamic soaring cycle. 
An optimal control problem is formulated to ensure that the least energy (Ewind) extracted 
from the wind gradient can still sustain a powerless dynamic soaring flight: 
                                Maximum windE                                                           (19) 
subject to Equations (3) and (5). The terminal constraints are expressed as follows 
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where Ewind is a target (cost) function, which defines the objective in dynamic soaring, to be 
maximised so that the energy extraction problem can be cast as a trajectory optimization problem. 
Equation (20) and Equation (21) together ensure that aircraft always proceeds forward along the 
 trajectory where the aircraft can acquire enough energy. Equation (22) defines the airspeed limits, 
and equation (23) is the constraint for the gradient of the wind. Equation (16) reveals the 
relationship between the energy loss rate and flight parameters, such as CL, heading angle, flight 
path angle and so on. So, in the course of trajectory optimization, the right choice of suitable flight 
parameters can reduce the loss of energy. 
3 Simulation and Discussion 
3.1 Conversion of optimal problems 
In this paper, the original optimal problem is converted into a parameter optimization using 
the collocation approach. This is achieved through converting the control and state histories into 
control and state variables 24, 25. In equations (3) and (4), the state variables are [xi, yi, zi, Va, ψ, γ], 
and the control variables are [CL, φ],  
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and the control variables can be expressed by 
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The collocation approach needs to divide the solution time interval [t0, tf] of the optimisation 
problem by a prescribed number of time instants below: 
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The resulting constraints at the midpoint of each node can be expressed as 
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By the midpoint rule of trajectory optimization, the path nodes in equation (3) are converted into a 
 series of discrete time points as bounds on the solution parameters. 
3.2 Solutions of dynamic soaring  
According to the parameters of the experimental long-endurance aircraft, the dynamic 
soaring model is analysed by means of MATLAB programs in this section. The toolbox used for 
the simulation is GPOPS 16. 
The GPOPS library uses SNOPT to perform the optimization. The GPOPS case for dynamic 
soaring includes five scripts: a main script; a DAE (Differential algebraic equations) script; a 
connect script; an event script, and a cost script.  
Here is a brief description of each script. The main script is the framework of the case. A 
dynamic soaring problem contains a number of phases, and each phase contains a section in which 
minimums and maximums are defined for time, states, and controls. A phase has the function to 
define equations of motion. The minimum and maximum values of the dynamic soaring path 
constraint are set in the main script. The DAE script mainly aims at the optimal control problem. 
All phases have one set of differential equations. The connect script contains the final states from 
the prior phase and the initial states for the next phase. The restriction equations are written to 
transform one state to another. The event script defines the partial derivatives of each event 
constraint with respect to the initial state, initial time, final state, final time, and parameters. Some 
parameters at the initial and final time are given as follows: 
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The cost script creates the cost functions for the optimal control problem. Optimization in this 
paper is to seek the minimum value of the cost function.   
 The framework of GPOPS for path optimization is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Mission Planning Tool Flowchart 
The parameters of the long-endurance UAV demonstrator are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. UAV demonstrator parameter values used 
Parameter Value 
Mass [kg] 5.5 
Wing Area Sw [m
2] 0.69 
Aspect Ratio 16.81 
Span[m] 2.61 
ρ [kg/m3] 1.22 
CD0 0.025 
 Emax 20 
where Emax is the maximum lift-to-drag ratio. This is a small long-endurance aircraft, which is 
designed partly based on the shape of a Wandering Albatross.   
First of all, under the constraints of the model, and initial and final-time conditions, the three-
dimensional flight trajectory of a dynamic soaring cycle is acquired (X indicates the direction of 
wind), as shown in Figure 6, where black line represents the trajectory of the aircraft, red line 
represents the horizontal projection of the trajectory. In Figure 6, it can be seen that: in a cycle of 
dynamic soaring, the flying height of the aircraft is about 15m, when the gradient wind speed gap 
is about 5 m/s. The forward distance is about 110m. Additionally, it can be seen that in the course 
of turning in high altitude, the trajectory nodes are dense, the process of turning in high altitude is 
the most complicated energy variation phase of whole dynamic soaring. The simulation of the 
dynamic soaring trajectory can be used for guiding the dynamic soaring experiments. 
 
Figure 6. The simulation flight trajectory of dynamic soaring 
In the simulation, the initial airspeed of the aircraft is 23 m/s. The airspeed variation in a 
dynamic soaring cycle is shown in Figure 7. After one cycle of flight, the airspeed is the same as 
the initial speed. In other words, even though there is no propulsion supplied, the aircraft can 
achieve flight distance by the means of dynamic soaring, despite presence of drag that consumes 
energy. 
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Figure 7. Airspeed for the model small UAV demonstrator flying through a log cycle 
The aircraft’s heading angle (ψ) and flight path angle (γ) in a dynamic soaring cycle are 
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. 
 
Figure 8. The heading angle (ψ) of dynamic soaring 
 
Figure 9. The flight path angle (γ) of dynamic soaring 
Examining Figure 8 and Figure 9, it is clear that in the course of climbing, the aircraft’s 
heading angle (ψ) first increases then decreases, the value ranges from [-60°，30°]. In the course 
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 of descending, the heading angle (ψ) is steady compared with climbing. As in gliding with 
tailwind, the aircraft does not require too many changes of attitude angle. The variation of the 
flight path angle (γ) is basically the same as the heading angle (ψ), in the process of climbing, and 
the value of the flight path angle (γ) varies in [0°，45°]. Being consistent with the expectation of 
dynamic soaring model in Section 2, the aircraft continuously gains energy from the wind field 
during the course of climbing and turning at high altitude, but loses energy in the course of gliding 
with tailwind and turning in low altitude, which are expected from equation (16). 
In the process of dynamic soaring, the continuous variation of attitude angles leads to the 
variation of lift coefficient, as shown in Figure10. 
  
Figure 10. The lift coefficient for the model small UAV demonstrator flying through a log cycle 
In Figure 10, it can be seen that the variation range of the lift coefficient is [0.2，1.5], when 
the aircraft get close to the peak of trajectory, both the lift coefficient and wind speed reach the 
maximum, and at this point, the UAV’s speed becomes minimum, so that the UAV still has enough 
lift for flight during the turning in high altitude. 
Based on the findings from the results of all parameters discussed before, and incorporated 
with the energy model of equation (16), the energy suction rate (dEwind/dt) in the wind field can be 
determined, as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. The power exacted from the wind for a cycle of dynamic soaring  
From Figure 11, it can be found that at the beginning of dynamic soaring, the energy suction 
rate (dEwind/dt) increases with flight height. Combined with Figure 7, the energy suction rate 
(dEwind/dt) reaches the maximum value on the trajectory peak. After that, the energy suction rate 
(dEwind/dt) decreases. At 25s, dEwind/dt dips close to zero. So climbing with headwind and turning 
in high attitude are the most important processes in the whole dynamic soaring period, while 
gliding with tailwind and turning in low altitude are not suitable for energy extraction. 
4 Experimental validation 
To test the capability of the model, experiments are performed. Based on the theoretical 
results of the dynamic model and simulation, a dynamic soaring experiment is designed and 
conducted (see Figure 12). The flight experiment was carried out in Changsha (28.2oN, 112.6oE), 
and the wind field for the experiment was modeled by a logarithmic function. The wind gradient 
can be obtained by differentiating the logarithmic function with respect to altitude. 
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   Figure 12. Picture of dynamic soaring experiment 
The goal of the experiment is to validate the variation of airspeed, attitude angles and energy 
variation predicted by the theoretical dynamic model. The gradient wind field of the experiment 
ground is almost the same as the wind model used in the simulation, with the wind direction in the 
north. In the flight test, the wind gradient was not need to verify. The aircraft is equipped with the 
autopilot. The autopilot is fit for stabilizing and guiding a variety of UAVs, from highly functional 
high-speed UAVs through backpack UAVs, to hand-held micro UAVs. It supports extensive data 
logging and manual overrides. In the course of the experiment, the ground station of the autopilot 
can real-time displaying the flight parameters, the aircraft is controlled by telecommand. The 
initial aircraft speed is gained by the on-board engine, and then it is switched off the engine after 
the initial aircraft speed reached 23m/s. In the flight test, the airspeed was demonstrated by the 
ground station of the autopilot. The flight data is recorded by the autopilot. 
After several repeated experiments, three trajectories are acquired, which are shown in Figure 
13, Figure 14 and Figure 15. 
  
Figure13. The No.1 flying experimental trajectory 
 
Figure 14. The No.2 flying experimental trajectory 
 
Figure 15. The No.3 flying experimental trajectory 
It can be seen from Figure 13, that the flying height of the aircraft is about 15 m, and the 
forward distance is 110 m, which are almost the same as those of the simulation trajectory (in 
Figure 6). Besides comparison between the theoretical and real flying trajectories, the agreement 
of other parameters between the experiment and simulation should also be investigated. 
 By comparing Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18, it can be seen that the measured airspeed 
and its fitted curve and the predicted airspeed in Figure 16 are quite close. During the flight 
experiment, the initial airspeed of the aircraft is 23 m/s, and the final airspeed is about 22.5 m/s, 
and the whole dynamic soaring cycle lasts about 30s. 
 
Figure 16. Airspeed for No.1 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
 
Figure 17. Airspeed for No.2 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
 
Figure 18. Airspeed for No.3 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
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 Figure 16 shows that the minimum airspeed of dynamic soaring experiment is bigger than the 
predicted minimum airspeed. There are some differences between experimental wind field and 
simulation wind field, besides, the aircraft controlled by telecommand is a continuous process 
which is observed and adjusted by manual control. As a result, if the airspeed in the experiment is 
equal to or smaller than that in the simulation, the aircraft would have not enough lift to sustain 
flight. 
In the dynamic soaring experiments, the variation of aircraft’s flight path angle (γ) is shown 
in the Figure 19, Figure 20 and Figure 21. Compared with simulation results, the variation of flight 
path angle (γ) in experiment No.1 is closer to the simulation curve than the other two experiments. 
 
Figure 19. The flight path angle (γ) for No.1 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
 
Figure 20. The flight path angle (γ) for No.2 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
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Figure 21. The flight path angle (γ) for No.3 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
And the variation of aircraft’s heading angle (ψ) is shown in the Figure 22, Figure 23 and 
Figure 24. Compared with the simulation curve, the variation of heading angle (ψ) in experiment 
No.1 is again closer to the simulation curve. 
 
Figure 22. The heading angle (ψ) for No.1 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
 
Figure 23. The heading angle (ψ) for No.2 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
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Figure 24. The heading angle (ψ) for No.3 experimental UAV flying through a log cycle 
From Figure 13, Figure 16, Figure 19 and Figure 22, it can be concluded that experiment 
No.1 agrees well with the simulation. This seems to indicate that the dynamic model and the 
dynamic soaring trajectory optimization analysis are suitable for the dynamic soaring of the UAV 
under this study. 
The detailed comparison of flying parameters between the simulation and experiments is 
given in Table 2 as follows: 
Table 2. The comparison between simulation and experiment 
 Simulation Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
Initial airspeed (m/s) 
Destination airspeed (m/s) 
Initial height  (m) 
Destination height (m) 
Difference of kinetic energy (J) 
Difference of potential energy (J) 
Energy difference during a cycle (J) 
The farthest forward distance (m) 
23 
23 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
110 
23 
22.2 
0 
0.5 
-99.44 
27.5 
-71.94 
110 
23 
20.2 
0 
0.5 
-332.64 
27.5 
-305.14 
90 
23 
18 
0 
0.5 
-563.75 
27.5 
-536.25 
92 
According to Table 2, the least energy is lost and the farthest forward distance is achieved in 
Experiment No.1. This is because the trajectory and flight attitude angles of Experiment No.1 
matches the simulation results very well, which are optimal for energy attainment. 
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 From the comparison between the simulation and Experiment No.1, it can be found that in 
the course of Experiment No.1, there is always energy lost. The major reason is that there are 
frictional forces between aircraft and atmosphere. Furthermore, during the soaring, the attitude of 
aircraft is adjusted continually by terrestrial station, which would lead to energy loss. Therefore, it 
is difficult to make the energy gained equal to the energy lost, although this is possible in 
simulation. However, in the experiments, it can be found that under the constraints of several 
parameters, such as flight path angle and heading angle, the aircraft can absorb energy from the 
wind field by means of dynamic soaring. In a word, flying without fuel is feasible. Additionally, 
by performing the numerical simulation, an optimized trajectory can be found which provides 
guidance for real flight. 
5 Conclusions 
This paper studies the energy transformation in dynamic soaring of the UAVs. In the process 
of analysis, the trajectory optimisation problem is converted into parameters optimisation using 
the collocation approach. The control and state histories are represented by control and state 
parameters. The solutions of optimal parameters are used as the guidance for flight experiments. 
By means of numerical simulation and experimental research, the following conclusions can be 
summarized: 
1. The aircraft can absorb enough energy from the wind field by means of dynamic soaring. It 
is possible for a high-altitude UAV to fly in near space without propulsive thrust or with little 
power by means of dynamic soaring. If the aircraft needs to absorb enough energy to maintain 
flight, it should follow an optimal trajectory and take optimal attitude parameters, mainly the 
variation of flight path angle (γ), heading angle (ψ), which are demonstrated by simulation and 
experiment. 
 2. Theoretical analysis and flight experiments indicate that, during the early stage of dynamic 
soaring, the energy suction rate (dEwind/dt) increases with flight height. In other words, the 
climbing with headwind and turning in high altitude are major phases of absorbing energy from a 
wind field. 
In order to make UAVs capable of flying in the near space through dynamic soaring, some 
future work should be done, such as the accurate model of a wind field, a refined aircraft model 
and more dynamic soaring experiments.  
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